


In this session… 
•  The pieces of a full-package copywritten promo pack 

for any book and/or author. 
•  Pitfalls and pratfalls common to all when writing copy. 
•  Outsourcing and Resourcing. 
•  Best practices. 
•  And… More! 

 

Session 6: Wrap Up 



Essential pieces 
•  Aside from graphical elements and technical elements 

every book needs (drum roll please)… every item in 
Sessions 1-5. 

•  (What else did you expect??!) 
•  Alright, I’ll give you a checklist. Ready? 
 
 

Putting it All Together 



Writing Copy for Authors Checklist: 
q A Marketing Position (the elements from session one) 
q Book blurb  
q Back cover 
q Social Media “bucket” of key word strong posts 
q Targeted Social Media platforms (Where are your 

readers hanging out?) 
 

Putting it All Together 



q INSIDE edited from a copywriting perspective 
q Introduction/Prologue edited/written from a 

copywriting angle 
q Blog author bio (3 sentence SHORT!) 
q Long form author bio (at least for Amazon Author 

Central!) 
q A COMPLETED Writing Copy for Authors Checklist! 
 

Putting it All Together 



Everyone has done one or more of these: 
•  Assuming what you WANT to say is more important 

than what they WANT to hear (which will lead them to 
what they need to hear… never fear). 

•  Striving for perfection WITHOUT testing, tweaking, 
testing (fail forward, friends!). 

•  Avoiding the “boring” stuff. 

Pitfalls and Pratfalls 



And you might, just maybe, have done some of these: 
•  DELETED all your work, because you forgot to push 

SAVE. (Ouch!) 
•  LOST all your work, because you didn’t have a backup 

system in place. (Ouch, ouch!) 
•  Listened to criticism instead of to feedback. (Remember 

the difference?) 

Pitfalls and Pratfalls 



Lastly, a very very few of you have done one of these: 
•  Taken endless trainings without TAKING ACTION. 
•  Started a zillion projects without finishing them. 
•  Insisted on doing it ALL yourself instead of wisely 

delegating and outsourcing. 

Pitfalls and Pratfalls 



Copywriting CANNOT be done completely alone… 
•  You must build a team of beta readers, feedback-givers 

and reviewers… but… 
•  You MUST lead these by remaining the expert and 

asking very specific, goal-directed questions. 
•  Or you can hire experts to do the copywriting for you 

($10’s of thousands per book project). 

Outsourcing 



Between hiring done-for-you and none-for-you: 
•  Get a per-piece review by yours truly with tweaks added 

in AND a video copy of my description of why/where/
how so you will understand exactly what I did. 

•  Early ACTION TAKERS already have this at a super-
special deal… You can still get % off by using the 
coupon code:  

Outsourcing 



Besides writing copy, what else do I need? 
•  At a minimum these Book Ninja training programs…  

1.  Kindle in 30 Challenge (KindleIn30.com) 
2.  Book Publishing Ninja (BookPublishingNinja.com) 
•  These INCLUDE Kristen Joy’s personal Rolodex for 

recommended outsourcing service providers! 

Outsourcing 



The best way to write better copy is to… 
•  Practice, Read 
•  Practice, Read 
•  Practice 
•  …did you know that every page on The Book Ninja and 

The Write Ninja (coming soon) are copy-maximized? 

Resourcing 



And did you know… 
•  That every email you receive from The Book Ninja is a 

mini-course in persuasive and effective copywriting? 
Plus…  
•  Every ad on TV, in a magazine or online… 
•  Actually… every TV show, magazine article or online 

article. 

Resourcing 



Elise’s personal recommendation: 
•  If your goal is to sell your books and products well 

WITHOUT becoming an expert in copywriting, hire (at 
the very least) a copy-proofer/reviewer. 

•  If your goal is to become excellent at writing your own 
copy… then study successful businesses, online sites 
and authors and copy their strategies and methods. 

Resourcing 



To avoid copyright infringement (and pesky/horrific 
lawsuits) copywriting should be… 
•  Original and… original. 
•  SWIPE files are for influencing your “copywriting hat” 

and perspective NOT for copying phrases or anything 
else. 

•  This is the same process as authors who read a lot 
(which all authors SHOULD be doing!). 

Best Practices 



•  Do it. 
•  Do it ALL… Sessions 1–5 Homework! 

You’ve got the checklist and the training! Now it’s time 
to take action. Even if you’ve been doing the homework 
after each session I encourage you to listen/watch all 
sessions at LEAST one more time! 

Session Six Homework 



 

Thank you! 

A little story 



 

Once you choose hope 
anything is possible! 

~Christopher Reeve 

Ready. Set. Go! 


